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Abstract
Research attempts to correlate breast cancer with longitudinal planetary positions.
Introduction
In addition to the existing data, over the past three months I have collected more timed data of
women who had breast cancer. For this approach I utilized all the charts for breast cancer as a
sample. Timed natal charts were utilized for those who had other types of cancer and were used as
the control group. In this research extensive astrological criteria were employed.
Methodology
I checked aspects, signs, houses, declination, occultations, intercepted planets in houses, planetary
phases, planetary speed, such as acceleration or slowing down in direct or retrograde, out of bound
planets, planet rising before the Sun or Moon, last aspect of the Moon, and we also included an indepth analysis of the rulers of the houses, totaling the usage of 3,780 criteria in all.
All of these criteria were then sent through our AIR software Astro-Investigator Research program
which calculates and finds all important criteria with a specified chi-square and probabilities.

The chi-square is calculated using (observed group minus expected
frequency) squares divided by the expected frequency.
In this research the observed group were the breast cancer woman and the expected frequency was
calculated from all the other cancer people (but no breast cancer).
I then chose all chi squares higher than three. There were 235 astrological criteria with a chi-square
higher than three. All this 235 criteria were now sent to the neural net module for further analysis.
Neural net is a mathematical tool that provides the details of the importance of each criterion. It then
assigns numerical weights to each criterion in the resulting data according to their strength. The
module create a model that you can use to analyze charts.
Next, I sent the breast cancer chart data through the neural net module to see how well each breast
cancer chart conformed with the model. The control group data was then sent to the module to see
how well it conformed. If the neural net model correlates well with the breast cancer sample data but
does not correlate well with the control group data then there is no doubt that model and the weight
created pertain to breast cancer only.
.
The results are presented in Figure 1 and 2. Figure 1 shows the correlated data of those with breast
cancer while figure 2 shows the data of those with other types of cancer. As you can see by the
breast cancer graph of Figure 1 all the charts show the strength of the graph to ‘Yes’ meaning that
they conform well with the model. All the charts in Figure 2 do not even reach the strength of ‘Don't
Know’ indicating that they do not have any of the astrological criteria contained in the file of those with
breast cancer.

I also conducted a research using midpoints of the eighth harmonic using the modern planets as the
those used by the well known Cosmobiologist astrologer, Rheinhold Ebertine, as outlined in his book,
The Combination of Stellar Influences. The eighth harmonic is derived when a circle is divided by 8
which equals 45 degrees and the aspects then calculate every 45 degrees.
In addition I also worked with both the modern planets and the Uranian planets from the Uranian
system.
As you can see the results below in Figures 3 and 4 are inconclusive. Neither of the findings using
the techniques of the Cosmobiologists or the Uranians are conclusive.

Shown below are some details on the specific criterion that are included in the model above. Please
note that a model may include hundreds of criteria and you cannot take a single criterion and predict
breast cancer with it. The following criteria are all above a chi-square of 5 and that translates to
about a 97.5% probability
Ruler of the ascendant in Taurus
Mercury & Venus speed
accelerating
The speed of Uranus slowing down

The ruler of the ascendant in the
earth sign
Jupiter retrograde slowing down

The ruler of the sixth in the eighth
house
Saturn speed accelerating

Speed of the Moon Fast about
13:45 a day

The 4th phase of Saturn
Mars in the 8th house
Neptune in the 6thhouse
Pluto in the 6th house
Moon out of bounds

The 8th phase of Jupiter
Sun in the 8thhouse
Saturn in the 4th house
Venus in the eighth house
Pluto out of bounds

The 3rd phase of Venus
Venus in the 6th house
Sun in the 6th house
Mercury in the eighth house

Intercepted Sun
Mars in Scorpio
Ascendant in Aries
Mercury in Taurus

Intercepted Neptune
Mars in Pisces
Ascendant in Capricorn
Saturn in Leo

Intercepted 5th & 11th
Mars in Libra
Moon in Scorpio
Jupiter in Pisces

Mars in Taurus
Venus in Gemini
Sun in Gemini
Jupiter counter parallel Uranus
Mars counter parallel Pluto
Moon parallel Saturn

Mercury in Leo
Jupiter retrograde
Jupiter in Pisces
Mercury counter parallel Uranus
Moon parallel Mars
Sun parallel Saturn

Venus in Aquarius
Neptune retrograde
Saturn in Aries
Mercury counter parallel Saturn
Sun counter parallel Jupiter

Jupiter oppose Uranus
Jupiter square ascendant
Saturn semi-square ascendant
Sun conjunct Mars
Mercury rising before the sun

Saturn square Uranus
Sun squares Saturn
Mercury and Venus conjunct MC
Moon conjunct ascendant

Neptune square MC
Sun conjunct Neptune
Pluto rising before the moon
Sun conjunct Uranus

The following criteria seldom happen with a chi-square over 7
Ruler of the ascendant retrograde
Mars out off bounds
Mars in Gemini
Venus oppose Uranus
Mercury square Saturn
Jupiter conjunct Saturn
Ruler of the six house in the
ascendant

Ruler of the eighth and the second
intercepted
Sun in earth sign
Moon in Capricorn
Sun squares Saturn
Jupiter conjunct ascendant
Mars squares Saturn
Ruler of the six house seldom
retrograde

Ruler of the ascendant in cancer
Mars in Aquarius
Ascendant in Libra
Sun square Pluto
Mercury oppose Uranus

Here is an example to show that the neural net technique works very well in astrological research.
Neural Net is a very helpful tool to process data and confirm correlations.
I sent the charts for 2,400 musicians through our research program, sent these results findings
through neural net and let it create a model for musicians. I tested the musician model with two
musician that was not use in my sample .

Breast cancer is headline news everywhere right now. After spending hundreds of hours researching
the topic I believe that astrology can predict the probability of a woman who is susceptible to breast
cancer. I felt that if I could get a large enough sample I could write an article in one of the major
science or medical magazines. I'm sure such an article would put astrology on the map. A few months
ago I sent emails to every possible astrology group that I could find on the Internet requesting data of
women who had breast cancer. All I received were 36 charts for woman with breast cancer. And 90%
of these charts came from astrologers outside of the United States. In 1973 I was the force behind
changing the Blue laws in Connecticut. The Blue laws read: if you do astrology, psychology, psychic
predictions or any kind of predictions with or without pay you will be fined $20,000 and serve 10 years
in jail. We were able to remove the words psychology and astrology from of the Blue laws. Today
psychology is accepted everywhere. What happened to astrology?

